The
commitment
to sustainability
A commitment to innovation means KIN will constantly explore
new ways of thinking about sustainability for the future of its
industry and community.
The Southern Bluefin Tuna (SBT) industry in Port Lincoln does
not just follow global guidelines on tuna stock sustainability
and production – it created what is now widely recognised as
worlds-best practice.
So, at a time when many fish stocks are dwindling in other
markets, the SBT fishery is in a healthy state. And none more
so than those SBT captured and matured in Port Lincoln’s
pristine environment, which is closely governed by a strict
internationally agreed quota system to ensure the industry’s
future.
And KIN continues to work hard on ensuring the sustainable
future of the SBT industry, including:

Sustainable farming practices
The wild stock is not just sustainable - the catch quotas for
wild SBT stock are set by a highly precautionary scientific
formula every three years that fully considers the utilisation
of part of the stock for farming. SBT is the only tuna fishery
globally that uses the scientific Decision Rule to set the
quota (www.ccsbt.org). SBT is farmed up to seven (7) months
before harvest (Australian Maritime Fisheries Academy),
and the MSC-certified South Australian (SA) sardine stock
supplies the majority of feedstock for both the SBT in the
wild and the farms. A highly precautionary Harvest Strategy
manages the SA sardine fishery, including fully allowing for
non-SBT use by other species in the wild (www.pir.sa.gov.au).

MSC Certification
The SBT Industry has completed the first of the two steps
toward Marine Stewardship Council (MSC) certification,
taking decades of knowledge and ongoing innovation to
ensure the sustainable future of SBT and its community.

Friend of the Sea Certification
KIN’s environmental stewardship has been certified by Friend
of the Sea; a project of the World Sustainability Organisation
the world’s largest accreditation certificate. One alternative is
to say the world’s largest accreditation certificate.

Australian Government Fishery Status Report,
October 2021
Declared that SBT was “not overfished” and there is no
overfishing, a vital step in sustainability for the future.

South Australian Research and Development
Institute (SARDI), Commonwealth Scientific and
Industrial Research Organisation (CSIRO) &
Fisheries Research and Development Corporation
(FRDC) Affiliations
KIN works closely with SARDI, leading scientists from the
CSIRO, plus the FRDC, a partnership between the Australian
Government and the fishing and aquaculture industries.
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